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Abstract
We consider the geometrical problem of the passive transport of a hypersurface by a prescribed velocity
field in the special case where the hypersurface intersects the domain boundary. This problem emerges
from the discretization of continuum models for dynamic wetting. The kinematic evolution equation for the
dynamic contact angle (Fricke et al., 2019) expresses the fundamental relationship between the rate of change
of the contact angle and the structure of the transporting velocity field. In the present study, it serves as a
reference to verify the numerical transport of the contact angle.
We employ the geometrical Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) method on a structured Cartesian grid to solve the
hyperbolic transport equation for the interface in two spatial dimensions. We introduce generalizations of the
Youngs and ELVIRA methods to reconstruct the interface close to the domain boundary. Both methods
deliver first-order convergent results for the motion of the contact line. However, the Boundary Youngs
method shows strong oscillations in the numerical contact angle that do not converge with mesh refinement.
In contrast to that, the Boundary ELVIRA method provides linear convergence of the numerical contact
angle transport.
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1 Introduction
The present article deals with the geometrical transport of a hypersurface being in contact with the domain
boundary. The transport is determined by a prescribed velocity field which is defined in the entire flow domain.
This problem arises, for example, as part of the mathematical description of wetting processes, where a fluid
displaces another fluid (or a gas) in order to wet the surface of a third solid phase. In the latter case, the velocity
field is a solution of the two-phase Navier Stokes equations with appropriate boundary and transmission conditions.
Mathematical models for dynamic wetting usually prescribe a boundary condition for the contact angle, i.e.
the angle of intersection between the fluid-fluid interface and the solid boundary (see Figure 1). The contact
angle is an important physical parameter characterizing the wettability of the solid surface. Mathematically,
it is typically prescribed as a fixed value or as a function of the velocity of the contact line, i.e. the line of
intersection between the interface and the solid boundary (see, e.g., [1]). In order to avoid the moving contact
line paradox [2], tangential slip is usually introduced on the solid boundary, at least close to contact line.
The contact angle boundary condition also plays an important role in the numerical simulation of moving
contact lines (see [3] for a recent review). In the present study, we employ the Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) method
(see [4, 5]) to numerically track the location of the interface. The VOF method has been successfully adapted
for the simulation of moving contact lines by several authors (see, e.g., [6–13]). Since the advection of the
volume fraction field is mostly discretized explicitly in time, the contact angle boundary condition is usually not
satisfied after a transport step. Instead, the contact angle is enforced by an explicit prescription of the interface
orientation at computational cells located at the boundary.
Enforcing the contact angle boundary condition as described above is, however, not consistent with the
kinematics of moving contact lines as discussed in [14], [15]. We observed that it can also be a source for
numerical instabilities in the vicinity of the contact line (see [11] for a discussion of instabilities close to the
contact line). In fact, there is a fundamental kinematic relationship between the rate of change of the contact
angle and the structure of the transporting velocity field. In particular, the change in the contact angle can be
computed solely from the knowledge of the velocity field in the vicinity of the contact line (see Figure 2 for a
sketch of the idea).
The goal of the present work is to develop an advection scheme for the geometrical VOF method that al-
lows to transport the contact angle without the need to prescribe it. Such a scheme is a necessary prerequisite in
order to consider mathematical models which are able to predict the (dynamic) contact angle. The kinematic
evolution equation derived in [14] (see Section 2) will serve as a reference to verify the developed advection
method.
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Figure 1: Notation. Figure 2: Kinematic transport of the contact angle.
Notation: We consider a moving C1,2-hypersurface {Σ(t)}t∈I with boundary (as defined in the appendix)
embedded in two or three-dimensional Euclidean space. Each instantaneous interface Σ(t) is assumed to be an
orientable C2-hypersurface with unit normal vector field nΣ(t, ·) and boundary ∂Σ(t) that is contained in the
planar domain boundary denoted by ∂Ω. The contact line at time t is denoted by
Γ(t) = ∂Σ(t) ⊂ ∂Ω.
Given a point x ∈ Γ(t), the contact angle θ ∈ (0, pi) is defined by the relation
cos θ(t, x) = −〈nΣ(t, x), n∂Ω(x)〉 , (1)
2
where 〈·, ·〉 is the Euclidean scalar product and n∂Ω is the outer unit normal field to ∂Ω. In order to describe
the motion of the interface, the notion of the speed of normal displacement is required. If γ is a continuously
differentiable curve such that
γ(t) ∈ Σ(t) and γ(t0) = x0 ∈ Σ(t0),
then the speed of normal displacement at the point x0 at time t0 is given as
1
VΣ(t0, x0) = 〈γ′(t0), nΣ(t0, x0)〉 . (2)
It is convenient to introduce a contact line normal vector (see Figure 1) via projection as
nΓ =
P∂ΩnΣ
‖P∂ΩnΣ‖ ,
where P∂Ω = 1− n∂Ω ⊗ n∂Ω. The above expression is well-defined since we only consider the partial wetting case
characterized by 0 < θ < pi. To construct a local orthonormal basis in three dimensions, one further defines
tΓ = nΓ × n∂Ω.
Problem formulation: The motion of a material interface is governed by the kinematic condition
VΣ = 〈v, nΣ〉 on gr Σ, (3)
where v is the transporting velocity field. Here it is assumed that v ∈ C1(Ω) is divergence free and tangential to
the domain boundary, i.e.
∇ · v = 0 in Ω, (4)
v · n∂Ω = 0 on ∂Ω. (5)
For simplicity, we further assume that the solid boundary is planar. This assumption is not essential and may be
dropped to study the contact angle evolution over curved surfaces. Note also that incompressibility of the flow is
not necessary to study the contact angle evolution. However, it is assumed here since the VOF method is most
commonly applied to incompressible flows.
We emphasize that the assumption of a globally continuously differentiable velocity field is not met in a
typical multiphase flow, where the velocity gradient admits a jump which is controlled by the interfacial trans-
mission condition for the stress. However, it has been shown in [14] Lemma 8, that in the case of two spatial
dimensions2 the conditions
JvK = 0 on gr Σ, ∇ · v = 0 in Ω \ Σ(t), v · n∂Ω = 0 on ∂Ω
imply continuity of ∇v at the contact line (under certain regularity assumptions). For simplicity, we therefore
assume a globally continuously differentiable field.
Interface advection methods: There is a large number of well-established numerical methods that describe
the motion of interfaces. An overview of different methods is available in [17], and detailed descriptions of the
Volume-of-Fluid and Front Tracking methods can be found in [18]. Widely used methods that rely on the Finite
Volume domain discretization are: Front Tracking, Level Set and Volume-of-Fluid method.
(a) Front Tracking method ( [19–21]): The interface is numerically approximated as a set of mutually connected
triangles, consisting of massless “marker particles” which are distributed on the interface. Each marker
particle follows the streamlines of the flow described by the ordinary differential equation
x˙(t) = v(t, x(t)), x(t0) = x0. (6)
Topological changes of the fluid interface require direct changes to be applied on the connectivity between
the triangles.
1It can be shown that this definition is independent of the choice of the curve γ, see e.g. [16].
2A similar statement holds in three spatial dimensions. For the that case, one can show the continuity property 〈J∇vKα, β〉 = 0
at Γ, where J·K denotes the jump over the interface and α, β are arbitrary vectors in the plane spanned by n∂Ω and nΓ, see [14].
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(b) Level Set method ( [22–24]): Within the Level Set method the interface, is described as the zero contour of
some C2-function φ, i.e.
Σ(t) = {x ∈ Ω : φ(t, x) = 0}.
With the help of the level set function φ, the motion of the interface is described by the hyperbolic transport
equation
∂tφ+ v · ∇φ = 0 ⇔ Dφ
Dt
= 0. (7)
The Level Set method allows for an accurate and stable computation of geometrical quantities like curvature
but discrete volume conservation is not inherent to the method (when applied to an incompressible flow, the
conserved quantity is the auxiliary field φ).
(c) Volume-of-Fluid method ( [4, 5]): The VOF method makes use of the phase indicator function for one of the
phases Ω±(t), which are separated by the interface Σ(t), i.e.
χ(t, x) =
{
1 if x ∈ Ω−(t)
0 if x /∈ Ω−(t) , (8)
to describe the interface. Assuming ∇ ·v = 0 leads to the transport equation for χ in a control volume V , as
d
dt
∫
V
χdx = −
∫
∂V
χv · n do. (9)
Introducing the volume fraction as
α(t, V ) :=
1
|V |
∫
V
χ(t,x)dx, (10)
and decomposing the solution domain into non-overlapping control volumes Ωk such that Ω = ∪kΩk further
leads to
d
dt
αk(t) =
d
dt
1
|Ωk|
∫
Ωk
χ(t,x) dx = − 1|Ωk|
∫
∂Ωk
χv · n do, (11)
which is the exact volume fraction equation. The conservative form of (11) allows for the exact conservation
of the phase volume also in the discrete case. Algebraic Volume-of-Fluid methods approximate the solution
of (11) using a Finite Volume discretization that relies on an interpolation of χ at ∂Ωk. The sharp jump in
χ between phases ”+” and ”−” then causes oscillations in the numerical solution, that are counteracted by
adding artificial diffusion which, in turn, leads to artificial smearing of the interface [25]. Geometric Volume-
of-Fluid methods are more accurate than their algebraic counterparts, as they approximate the solution of
(11) by reconstructing a sharp indicator function χ(t, ·) and subsequently approximating the integral on the
right-hand side, using geometrical calculations. Recent research on geometrical Volume-of-Fluid methods
( [26–29]) focuses on increasing the solution accuracy by relying on a direct evaluation of the r.h.s. of (11)
using a dimensionally un-split approach and/or unstructured domain discretization.
(d) Hybrid Methods: Recently, many hybrid methods have been developed by combining algorithms from
Front Tracking, Level Set and Volume-of-Fluid methods, with the goal of using the advantages, while
avoiding the disadvantages of original methods. The most prominent methods are the Coupled Level Set /
Volume-of-Fluid (CLSVOF) [30], the Particle / Level Set, and method [31] the hybrid Level Set / Front
Tracking method ( [32–36]).
In this work, we focus on the Volume-of-Fluid method which is well-suited if discrete volume conservation is
important and/or if topological changes occur. Clearly, the contact line advection problem can also be studied
with any other volume tracking method. A brief discussion of the contact line advection problem with the
Level Set Method in two dimensions can be found in [37]. An open research data record containing the full
C++-implementation of the Level Set Method used in [37] together with a number of computational examples is
available online, see [38].
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2 Kinematic evolution equation
The kinematic evolution equation (see [14], [15]) allows to compute the rate of change of the contact angle in
terms of the transporting velocity field. The evolution of the contact angle is considered along the streamlines
(or “characteristics”) of the flow, i.e. along solutions of the ordinary differential equation
x˙(t) = v(t, x(t)), x(t0) = x0 ∈ Σ(t0). (12)
The conditions (3), (4) and (5) imply that both gr Γ and gr Σ = gr Σ \ gr Γ are invariant for the flow generated
by (12), i.e. a solution of (12) starting on the contact line (the fluid-fluid interface) will stay on the contact line
(the fluid-fluid interface); see [14] for a proof. Therefore, it is possible to study the time evolution of the contact
angle along a solution of (12) starting at the contact line. Along such a curve, one can define the Lagrangian
time-derivative of a quantity ψ ∈ C1(gr Σ) according to
ψ˙(t0, x0) =
d
dt
ψ(t, x(t))|t=t0 .
Given a C1-velocity field, the Lagrangian time-derivative of the interface normal vector is given by (see [14], [15])
n˙Σ(t, x) = −[1− nΣ(t, x)⊗ nΣ(t, x)]∇v(t, x)TnΣ(t, x). (13)
Here, in Cartesian coordinates, the gradient of the velocity field is defined as
(∇v)ij = ∂jvi.
Clearly, the evolution of the contact angle can be recovered from the normal vector evolution via the relation
(1). Moreover, it has been shown [14], [15] that, for a planar boundary3, the contact angle follows the evolution
equation
θ˙(t, x) = 〈∂τv(t, x), nΣ(t, x)〉 , (14)
where the tangential direction τ is defined as (see Figure 1)
τ(t, x) = − cos[θ(t, x)]nΓ(t, x)− sin[θ(t, x)]n∂Ω(t, x).
The goal of the present work is to verify the numerical solution delivered by the VOF method against an
analytical solution of (14).
2.1 An analytical solution for linear velocity fields in 2D
We first consider the case of general linear, divergence free velocity fields in 2D. In this case, the velocity gradient
∇v is constant in space and time and the ODE system (12) and (13) is explicitly solvable. Note that this also
provides a local approximation for general differentiable velocity fields.
We choose a Cartesian coordinate system (x1, x2) such that the solid wall is represented by x2 = 0. We
consider a velocity field of the form
v(x1, x2) = (v0 + c1x1 + c2x2,−c1x2). (15)
The coefficients c1 and c2 in this formulation have the dimension of s
−1. Therefore, it is more convenient to
choose a length scale L and a time scale T and write
v(x1, x2)
T/L
= (vˆ0 + cˆ1xˆ1 + cˆ2xˆ2,−cˆ1xˆ2) =: vˆ(xˆ1, xˆ2) (16)
with the non-dimensional quantities xˆi = x/L, cˆi = c/T and vˆ0 = (Tv0)/L. In the following, we will use the
formulation (16) while dropping the hats. For a field of this form, the (constant) gradient is given by
∇v =
(
c1 c2
0 −c1
)
.
3Note that (13) also holds if ∂Ω is not planar.
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Motion of the contact line: The motion of the contact line is determined by the ordinary differential
equation
x˙1(t) = v1(x1(t), 0) = v0 + c1x1(t), x1(0) = x
0
1.
The unique solution of the above initial value problem is
x1(t) = x
0
1e
c1t +
v0
c1
(
ec1t − 1) for c1 6= 0 (17)
and x1(t) = x
0
1 + v0t for c1 = 0.
Contact angle evolution: Note that the constancy of ∇v decouples the system (12) and (13). Hence, the
evolution of the normal vector can be solved independently of the evolution of the contact point. To find the
solution, we make use of the fact that in two dimensions the normal vector nΣ is, up to a reflection, uniquely
determined by the contact angle θ. Given a contact angle θ, the two possibilities are
nlΣ =
(− sin θ
cos θ
)
and nrΣ =
(
sin θ
cos θ
)
.
In the case of a droplet (and for θ < pi), this corresponds to the two distinct contact points (left and right). The
corresponding expressions for τ are
τ l =
(
cos θ
sin θ
)
and τ r =
(− cos θ
sin θ
)
.
This allows to infer the evolution of θ for the left and the right contact point directly from (14) without the need
to solve the system (13).
Inserting the expressions for ∇v, nl,rΣ and τ l,r to (14) yields the nonlinear ordinary differential equation4
θ˙(t) = ±c2 sin2 θ − 2c1 sin θ cos θ, θ(0) = θ0 (18)
with the “+” for the evolution of the right contact point and the “−” for the evolution of the left contact point.
Equation (18) may be solved with the following Ansatz: We look for solutions of the form
θ(t) =
pi
2
+ arctan(f(t)). (19)
It is an easy exercise to show that this yields the following ordinary differential equation for f :
f˙ = ±c2 + 2c1f. (20)
The initial condition for θ translates to
f(0) = − cot θ0. (21)
For c1 6= 0, the initial-value problem (20)-(21) has the unique solution
f(t) = − cot θ0 e2c1t ± c2 e
2c1t − 1
2c1
.
Hence, we obtain the desired solution for (18) according to
θ(t) =
pi
2
+ arctan
(
− cot θ0 e2c1t ± c2 e
2c1t − 1
2c1
)
(22)
with the “+” for the evolution of the right contact point and the “−” for the evolution of the left contact point.
4Note that we now use the Lagrangian formulation and write θ(t) for the contact angle at x(t) ∈ Γ(t) where x(t) is a trajectory
of the flow, i.e. a solution of (12).
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Remark: Obviously, the solution is independent of the parameter v0. This is to be expected since the two
differential equations (12) and (13) decouple and the parameter v0 can be eliminated by a change of the frame
of reference. Moreover, the evolution of the left and the right contact point is identical if θr0 = θ
l
0 and c2 = 0.
Finally, we note that (22) has a well-defined limit for c1 → 0 since
lim
c1→0
(
− cot θ0 e2c1t ± c2 e
2c1t − 1
2c1
)
= − cot θ0 ± c2t.
3 Numerical Method
The numerical studies in the present work are carried out with the Volume of Fluid in-house code Free Surface
3D (FS3D) originally developed by Martin Rieber [39]. Since then, FS3D has been further developed at the
University of Stuttgart(see, e.g., [40] and more references given there) and at the Technical University of
Darmstadt (see [9], [41–47]). It has been applied successfully to a variety of multiphase flow problems including
falling films [41], thermocapillary effects [42], thermocapillary effects in wetting [9], (reactive) mass transfer
processes at fluid interfaces [43], [44], [45], multi-component mass transfer at fluid interfaces [46] and droplet
collisions at high Weber numbers [47].
3.1 Volume-of-Fluid algorithm
The integral form of the transport equation (9), i.e. the integral equation
d
dt
1
|Ωk|
∫
Ωk
χdx︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:α
= − 1|Ωk|
∫
∂Ωk
χv · n do,
is discretized on an Eulerian grid. Therefore, one has to approximate the flux on the right-hand side for each
computational cell. In the geometrical VOF method, one uses the volume fraction given by (10) associated to
the centroid of the volume Vij , i.e.
αij =
1
|Vij |
∫
Vij
χdx,
to locally reconstruct a planar interface inside Vij , which is then used to approximate the flux in cells which
contain a piece of the interface. To this end, the boundary of each Cartesian cell is decomposed into 4 planar
faces (i.e. edges) in two dimensions. The grid points used for the velocity components (face/edge centroids)
are shifted with respect to the grid points used for the volume fractions (volume/area centroids) as shown in
Figure 3. No special care is necessary to compute the flux over cell faces at the domain boundary since we
assume a vanishing normal velocity leading to zero flux there.
Figure 3: Staggered grid for velocity components.
Geometrical Volume-of-Fluid method: The integral equation (9) is solved with an operator splitting
method where the transport of the phase indicator is decomposed into one-dimensional transport steps (also
called “sweeps”) along the coordinate axis. Moreover, a “divergence correction” (see [5]) is applied to account for
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the fact that the velocities used in each one-dimensional transport step have non-zero divergence, i.e. ∂kvk 6= 0.
To this end, the conservative form of the transport equation for the phase indicator χ, i.e.
∂tχ+∇ · (vχ) = χ(∇ · v),
is discretized as
(1− βqi,j1 )α∗i,j =αni,j(1 + (1− β)qi,j1 ) +
δVi+1,j − δVi,j
|Vij | ,
(1− βqi,j2 )αn+1i,j =α∗i,j(1 + (1− β)qi,j2 ) +
δVi,j+1 − δVi,j
|Vij | ,
(23)
where δVi,j denotes the volume flux over the edge (i, j) and
qi,j1 := ∆t
v1(i, j)− v1(i− 1, j)
∆x1
, qi,j2 := ∆t
v2(i, j + 1)− v2(i, j)
∆x2
.
The choices β = 0 and β = 1 are called “explicit” and “implicit” divergence correction, respectively. For the
present study, we choose β = 0.5. The order of the direction of the sweeps is exchanged after each time step to
avoid numerical asymmetries [48]. After each directional split transport step, a heuristic volume redistribution
algorithm similar to [49] is applied to enforce boundedness of the method, i.e. 0 ≤ αni,j ≤ 1. The key ingredient
for the volume fraction update formula (23) is the volume flux δVi,j . For cells close to the interface, it is
computed with a geometrical method based on the piecewise linear approximation of the interface, see [39] for
details. The interface reconstruction algorithms are described in detail in the following Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
3.2 Interface Reconstruction
A large number of methods have been developed for the geometrical reconstruction of the interface from the
volume fraction field. An overview of reconstruction algorithms can be found in [50, 51]. In the present work, we
consider two reconstruction algorithms, namely the classical method by Youngs [52] and the ELVIRA method
due to Pilliod and Puckett [50]. We propose extensions of these two methods to reconstruct an interface close to
the boundary in Section 3.3. To keep the formulas simple, assume that the mesh is equidistant in each direction
with mesh sizes denoted as ∆x1 and ∆x2.
A natural measure for the interface reconstruction error is the L1-error defined as
E1 :=
∫
Ω
|χ(x)− χˆ(x)| dx, (24)
where χˆ is the characteristic function of the reconstructed domain.
Youngs Reconstruction Method: The idea of the Youngs method is to approximate the interface normal
vector by the discrete gradient of the volume fraction field, i.e.
nΣ ≈ nYΣ = −
∇hα
|∇hα| . (25)
Then a plane with orientation nYΣ is positioned such that the volume fraction in the local cell is matched
(see [53] for details of the positioning algorithm). The gradient in (25) is approximated by weighted central finite
differences on a 3× 3-block of cells. For an equidistant mesh, the gradient at cell (i, j) is discretized with central
finite differences as
(∇hα)1 = 1
2
α(i+ 1, j)− α(i− 1, j)
2∆x1
+
1
4
α(i+ 1, j + 1)− α(i− 1, j + 1)
2∆x1
+
1
4
α(i+ 1, j − 1)− α(i− 1, j − 1)
2∆x1
,
(∇hα)2 = 1
2
α(i, j + 1)− α(i, j − 1)
2∆x2
+
1
4
α(i+ 1, j + 1)− α(i+ 1, j − 1)
2∆x2
+
1
4
α(i− 1, j + 1)− α(i− 1, j − 1)
2∆x2
.
(26)
The Youngs Method is known to be one of the fastest methods for interface reconstruction from volume fractions
fields. But it is only first-order accurate with respect to the L1-norm since it fails to reconstruct all planar
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interface exactly, see [50]. This may be explained as a consequence of the lack of regularity of the volume fraction
field α(i, j), which can be understood as the evaluation at the cell centers of the continuous function
F (x) =
1
|V0|
∫
V0
χ(x+ x′) dx′,
obtained from averaging the phase indicator function over a control volume. It is well-known [53] that the latter
function is only of class C1. One can, therefore, not expect convergence of the finite differences scheme (26).
This underlines the need for more advanced methods.
(E)LVIRA Method: The idea of the Least Squares VOF Interface Reconstruction Algorithm (LVIRA) method
proposed by Puckett [54] is to find a planar interface reconstruction that minimizes the quadratic deviations of
the volume fractions in a 3 × 3-block under the constraint that this interface exactly reproduces the volume
fraction in the central cell. Hence, one minimizes the functional
F =
1∑
k,l=−1
[α˜i+k,j+l(n)− αi,j ]2, (27)
where α˜i+k,j+l(n) is the volume fraction in cell (i + k, j + l) which is induced by a plane with orientation n
satisfying α˜ij(n) = αij . Due to the nonlinear constraint, the minimization problem cannot be reformulated as a
linear system of equations.
Since the minimization of (27) is computationally expensive compared to a direct method like the Youngs recon-
struction, Pilliod and Puckett introduced the Efficient Least Squares VOF Interface Reconstruction Algorithm
(ELVIRA) [50]. The computational costs are reduced by minimizing (27) only over a finite set of candidate
orientations obtained in the following way:
Suppose the interface can be described in the slope-intercept form
x2 = m1x1 + b. (28)
Then the interface normal vector is either
nΣ = (−m1, 1)/
√
1 +m21 or nΣ = (m1,−1)/
√
1 +m21.
The slope is approximated by central-, forward- and backward-finite-differences of column sums. The candidates
for the slope mx in the cell (i, j) are
±mb1 with mb1 =
∆x2
∆x1
1∑
l=−1
(αi,j+l − αi−1,j+l),
±mc1 with mc1 =
∆x2
2∆x1
1∑
l=−1
(αi+1,j+l − αi−1,j+l),
±mf1 with mf1 =
∆x2
∆x1
1∑
l=−1
(αi+1,j+l − αi,j+l).
(29)
We observe that the slope should be approximated with +mb1, +m
c
1 or +m
f
1 if the second component of nΣ is
positive and vice versa with −mb1, −mc1 or −mf1 if the second component of nΣ is negative. This results in 6
candidates for the normal vector obtained from column sums in the x2-direction.
Obviously, it is not always possible to represent the interface as a graph over x1. Therefore, one also has
to consider the case
x1 = m2x2 + b. (30)
This gives rise to analogous approximations for mb2,m
c
2 and m
f
2 . This results in 12 candidates for the interface
normal in two dimensions. It can be shown to be sufficient to reconstruct any straight line exactly which makes
the method formally second-order accurate with respect to the L1-error, see [50].
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3.3 Interface Reconstruction close to the Boundary
We propose an adaptation of well-known methods for interface reconstruction in Volume-of-Fluid methods, allow-
ing for accurate reconstruction of the interface close to the domain boundary. The FORTRAN implementations
of the developed interface reconstruction methods are available online in an open research data repository, see [55].
For simplicity of notation, we consider in the following the domain boundary at x2 = 0, i.e. we consider
an interface cell with index (i, j = 1).
3.3.1 Boundary Youngs Method
We consider a 3× 3-block of cells and aim at reconstructing the interface in the lower middle cell. We propose to
discretize the gradient of the volume fraction field in two space dimensions in the following way (see Figure 4):
(a) Tangential to the domain boundary central finite differences are used.
(b) In normal direction to the domain boundary, weighted forward finite differences are employed.
From Taylor’s formula, one can show that for a C3-function f , the first derivative f ′(x) can be approximated
with second-order accuracy according to
f ′(x) =
−f(x+ 2∆x) + 4f(x+ ∆x)− 3f(x)
2∆x
+O(∆x2).
This formula is applied to approximate the derivative of the volume fraction normal to the boundary. Note,
however, that the volume fraction α is only C1 (see Section 3.2). One can, therefore, not expect a convergence of
the orientation with that method. But we still consider it here since it is a straightforward extension of the
widely used Youngs method to the boundary case.
For an equidistant grid in two space dimensions, the Boundary Youngs gradient in a cell with index (i, 1)
is discretized as
(∇hα)1 = α(i+ 1, 1)− α(i− 1, 1)
2∆x1
,
(∇hα)2 = −α(i, 3) + 4α(i, 2)− 3α(i, 1)
4 ∆x2
+
−α(i+ 1, 3) + 4α(i+ 1, 2)− 3α(i+ 1, 1)
8 ∆x2
+
−α(i− 1, 3) + 4α(i− 1, 2)− 3α(i− 1, 1)
8 ∆x2
.
(31)
1.000 1.000 0.500 0.000 0.000
1.000 0.784 0.002 0.000 0.000
0.955 0.144 0.000 0.000 0.000
−3
8
+4
8
+1
8
−3
4
+4
4
−1
4
−3
8
+4
8
+1
8
Figure 4: Boundary Youngs Reconstruction Method for an equidistant mesh.
3.3.2 Boundary ELVIRA Method
In order to allow for mesh convergent results for the contact angle evolution, one needs a reconstruction method
which is second-order accurate at the boundary. Therefore, we propose the following adaptation of the ELVIRA
10
method due to Pilliod and Puckett [50]: Minimize the functional
Fb =
2∑
k=−2
2∑
l=0
[α˜i+k,1+l(n)− αi,1]2, (32)
where α˜i+k,1+l(n) is the volume fraction in cell (i + k, 1 + l) which is induced by a plane with orientation n
satisfying α˜i,1(n) = αi,1. Here the minimization is performed over a larger stencil of 5× 3 cells. This turns out
to be necessary to reconstruct every straight line at the boundary exactly. Following the idea of the Efficient
Least Squares VOF Interface Reconstruction Algorithm [50], the functional (32) is minimized over a finite set of
candidate orientations obtained from finite differences of column sums.
1.000 1.000 0.500 0.000 0.000
1.000 0.784 0.002 0.000 0.000
0.955 0.144 0.000 0.000 0.000
Figure 5: Boundary ELVIRA method on a 5× 3-stencil in 2D.
The following candidate slopes are computed in the cell (i, 1) in normal direction to the boundary
mc1 =
∆x2
2∆x1
2∑
l=0
(αi+1,1+l − αi−1,1+l),
mb1 =
∆x2
∆x1
2∑
l=0
(αi,1+l − αi−1,1+l),
mb
∗
1 =
∆x2
∆x1
2∑
l=0
(αi−1,1+l − αi−2,1+l),
mf1 =
∆x2
∆x1
2∑
l=0
(αi+1,1+l − αi,1+l),
mf
∗
1 =
∆x2
∆x1
2∑
l=0
(αi+2,1+l − αi+1,1+l).
(33)
The following candidate slope is computed from sums tangentially to the boundary
mf2 =
∆x1
∆x2
2∑
l=−2
(αi+l,2 − αi+l,1),
mf
∗
2 =
∆x1
2∆x2
2∑
l=−2
(αi+l,3 − αi+l,1),
mf
∗∗
2 =
∆x1
∆x2
2∑
l=−2
(αi+l,3 − αi+l,2).
(34)
This yields 16 candidates for the interface normal. We can demonstrate by numerical experiments that this is
sufficient to reconstruct any straight line at the boundary up to machine precision, see [55].
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3.3.3 Numerical errors
It is well-known from the literature that the standard Youngs method (26) fails to reconstruct arbitrary straight
lines, while the error is typically of the order of a few degrees. As a numerical test, a straight line is moved with
a fixed inclination angle on an equidistant grid with ∆x1 = ∆x2. This motion produces volume fractions ranging
from 0 to 1 for the considered computational cell away from the boundary. The reconstructed orientation with
the standard Youngs and ELVIRA methods are shown in Figure 6(a). While the ELVIRA method always delivers
the correct angle, the Youngs method shows an error of about 1◦ − 2◦ in the considered example. The situation
is much different for the same translation test for a boundary cell, see Figure 6(b). While the Boundary ELVIRA
method is still able to deliver the correct orientation, the Boundary Youngs method shows a large error of up to
±20◦ that is also highly dependent on the position of the interface. Therefore, one can only expect a very rough
estimate of the contact angle from the Boundary Youngs method which cannot converge with mesh refinement.
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(a) Translation test away from the boundary.
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(b) Translation test at the boundary.
Figure 6: Translation of a straight line with a fixed orientation angle of θ = 60◦.
4 Results
To verify the advective transport of the contact angle, a spherical cap sitting at the boundary is initialized and
transported using different velocity fields. Since we are only interested in the local transport of the contact
line, we can allow for an inflow boundary to the computational domain away from the contact line. At such
boundaries we formally apply a homogeneous Neumann boundary condition for the phase indicator function, i.e.
∂χ
∂n
= 0. (35)
This condition is straightforward to implement using a simple constant continuation of the volume fraction field
into a layer of “ghost cells” (see, e.g., [56]). To study the convergence in space and time, the time step ∆t is
linked to the grid spacing ∆x by fixing the Courant number
CFL =
∆t ‖v‖L∞(Ω)
∆x
.
The influence of the choice of the Courant number is discussed below (see Figures 16 and 19). The following
computational examples are carried out with (unless stated otherwise)
CFL = 0.2.
Fixing the Courant number defines a temporal grid T (equidistant if v does not depend on time). We report the
error for both the contact line position and the contact angle in the maximum norm over all time steps, i.e.
E∞θ ([0, T ]) := max
ti∈T ∩[0,T ]
| θnum(ti)− θref(ti)| and E∞cl ([0, T ]) := max
ti∈T ∩[0,T ]
|(xcl,num(ti)− xcl,ref(ti))/R0|,
as a function of ∆x/R0. Note that the error in the contact line position is normalized by the initial radius R0.
The reference values xcl,ref(t) and θref(t) come either from an exact or from a numerical solution of the ordinary
12
differential equations (12) and (14). The numerical values for the contact line position xcl,num and the contact
angle θnum are evaluated directly from the reconstructed PLIC element intersecting the domain boundary (see
Figure 7). To this end, the point of intersection of the local interface with the domain boundary is computed. If
this point lies within the cell, the cell is recognized as a contact line cell and the contact angle and the contact
line position are computed. Note that, due to the finite reconstruction tolerance of the VOF method (in this
case 10−6) , irregular cases where no contact point is found may occur. An example is sketched in Figure 7(b),
where the point of intersection lies slightly outside the current cell but the volume fraction of the neighbor cell is
below the reconstruction tolerance so that it is not recognized as an interface cell. These irregular cases are
excluded from the following error analysis.
For the subsequent examples, we choose the following common setup. The computational domain Ω =
[0, 1]× [0, 0.25] is covered by an equidistant Cartesian grid of N ×N/4 cells, where N varies from 128 to 2048.
A spherical cap with dimensionless radius R0 = 0.2 is initialized at the x2 = 0 boundary of the domain. The
center of the sphere is placed at (0.4,−0.1) yielding an initial contact angle of
θ0 = arccos
(
0.1
0.2
)
=
pi
3
.
Three examples for the transporting velocity field are studied with the Youngs and ELVIRA methods, where
these methods are combined with their newly developed boundary versions to treat the contact line advection.
xclθnum
(a) Regular case.
α < 10−6
(b) Irregular case, no contact point detected.
Figure 7: Contact angle and contact line position from PLIC reconstruction.
4.1 Vortex-in-a-box test
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2nd order
Figure 8: Convergence with respect to the discrete L1-norm for the field (36) comparing initial and final shapes.
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We start with a classical test for interface advection methods given by
v(x1, x2) = v0 cos
(
pit
τ
)
(− sin(pix1) cos(pix2), cos(pix1) sin(pix2)). (36)
This particular field called “vortex-in-a-box” has been routinely used to test numerical methods for interface
advection; see [5], [18]. In the classical test this velocity field is used to strongly deform a sphere into a spiral.
Due to the periodicity in time, it follows that the initial shape at t = 0 and the final shape at t = τ would coincide
if the problem is solved exactly. This allows to study aspects of the convergence behavior of the advection
method even though the solution to the advection problem with the velocity field (36) is not known. The discrete
L1-error
E1 =
∑
ij
|αij(τ)− αij(0)|∆x1∆x2 (37)
is usually used to quantify the rate-of-convergence. Note, however, that this kind of test does not say anything
about the intermediate dynamics of the numerical solution5. Here we revisit this classical test in the presence of
a moving contact line. The results for v0 = 0.1 and τ = 0.2 are reported in Figure 8. The simulations are carried
out with a fixed Courant number of CFL = 0.2, where the numerical time step is chosen such that t = τ is
reached after an integer number of time steps. As expected from the case without a contact line, the Boundary
Youngs method shows a first-order convergence while the Boundary ELVIRA method is nearly second-order
convergent.
Thanks to the kinematic evolution equation, it is also possible to study the dynamics of the advection in
terms of the contact line position and the contact angle. The ordinary differential equations (12) and (14) are
solved numerically to obtain reference solutions xcl,ref(t) and θref(t).
Contact Line Motion: The numerical evolution of the left (in this case the advancing) contact point
reconstructed from the PLIC interface is investigated for the Boundary Youngs and Boundary ELVIRA method.
It is found that both the Boundary Youngs and Boundary ELVIRA method deliver at least first-order convergent
results for the motion of the contact line, see Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 9: Numerical motion of the contact line for the field (36) using the Boundary Youngs reconstruction.
Contact Angle Evolution: The results for the contact angle over time are shown in Figures 11 and 12.
While the numerical solution convergences to the reference solution for the Boundary ELVIRA method, the
Boundary Youngs method does, as expected, not deliver mesh convergent results. In fact, one observes a strong
oscillation of the reconstructed contact angle with a jump discontinuity when the contact line passes from one
cell to the other; see Figure 13, where the reconstructed contact angle is plotted along with the discrete cell index.
This behavior might be due to the spatial structure of the reconstruction error as reported in Figure 6. Clearly,
the frequency of these jumps increases with mesh refinement leading to the strongly oscillatory behavior. The
error in the maximum norm may even increase with mesh refinement, see Figure 11. Therefore, the Boundary
5Formally, a numerical method which keeps the volume fractions fixed passes this test with zero error.
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Figure 10: Numerical motion of the contact line for the field (36) using the Boundary ELVIRA reconstruction.
Youngs method does not allow for a meaningful evaluation of the contact angle based on the local interface
orientation even though it is first-order convergent with respect to the contact line motion and the discrete
L1-error regarding the initial and final shape comparison.
Following Figures 12 and 13, the evolution of the numerical contact angle for the Boundary ELVIRA method is
reasonably smooth even on coarse grids. Some small oscillations are visible which, however, disappear with mesh
refinement. In fact, the method shows a first-order convergence with respect to E∞θ ([0, 0.5]). The maximum
error on the finest mesh with ∆x/R0 = 5 · 10−3 is about 0.5 degrees.
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Figure 11: Numerical θ evolution for the field (36) using the Boundary Youngs reconstruction.
4.2 Linear Velocity Field
We now consider linear velocity fields of the form (16). In this case, the explicit solution (22) is available for
verification. We choose the example
v(x1, x2) = (−0.2 + 0.1x1 − 2x2, −0.1x2) . (38)
The time evolution is investigated up to dimensionless time T = 0.4. According to (22), the exact solution for
the left contact point is given by
x1(t) = x
0
1e
0.1t − 2(e0.1t − 1), θref(t) = pi
2
+ arctan
(
− 1√
3
e0.2t + 10(e0.2t − 1)
)
,
where x01 = 0.4−
√
0.22 − 0.12 ≈ 0.227 is the initial coordinate of the left contact point.
Contact Line Motion: Like in the previous example, both method show first-order convergence with respect
to the maximum norm regarding the motion of the contact line, see Figure 14.
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Figure 12: Numerical θ evolution for the field (36) using the Boundary ELVIRA method.
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Figure 13: Jump in the θnum for the field (36) (here for ∆x/R0 = 0.039).
Contact Angle Evolution: The numerical contact angle for the Boundary Youngs method is again subject to
strong oscillations (±10◦ in this case) and does not convergence with mesh refinement as visible in Figure 15(a).
In contrast to that, the evolution of the contact angle for the Boundary ELVIRA method is first-order convergent
and smooth with jumps visible only on a coarse grid, see Figure 15(b).
Influence of the Courant number: The influence of the Courant number for the convergence of the Bound-
ary ELVIRA method (with respect to the contact angle) and the Boundary Youngs method (with respect to the
contact line position) is shown in Figure 16. Apparently, there is hardly any influence in the considered example.
Linear convergence is achieved for all reported Courant numbers from 0.1 to 0.9.
Both numerical methods show excellent volume conservation. The relative volume error is at most of the
order 10−10. Thanks to the volume redistribution algorithm, the volume fraction fields are exactly bounded up
to machine precision.
4.3 Time-dependent Linear Velocity Field
As a third example, we consider the spatially linear, time-dependent velocity field of the form
v(t, x1, x2) = cos
(
pit
τ
)
(v0 + c1x1 + c2x2,−c1x2). (39)
As mentioned before, the time-dependent coefficient cos((pit)/τ) is a classical choice to test advection methods
by comparing the phase volumes at t = 0 and t = τ . Here we consider the full dynamics of the advection by
solving the kinematic evolution equation for the field (39) explicitly.
Using the ansatz (19), it is easy to show that the exact solution for the latter velocity field is given by
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(a) Boundary ELVIRA method.
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(b) Boundary Youngs method.
Figure 14: Contact line evolution for the field (38).
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(a) Boundary Youngs method
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(b) Boundary ELVIRA method
Figure 15: Numerical contact angle evolution for the field (38).
(for c1 6= 0)
x1(t) = x0e
c1s(t) +
v0
c1
(
ec1s(t) − 1
)
, θref(t) =
pi
2
+ arctan
(
− cot θ0e2c1s(t) ± c2
2c1
(e2c1s(t) − 1)
)
, (40)
where s(t) is defined as
s(t) =
τ sin(pit/τ)
pi
.
In particular, the evolution is periodic in t with period 2τ . Note that the solution (22) is recovered in the limit
τ →∞ since
lim
τ→∞
τ sin(pit/τ)
pi
= lim
τ→∞
τ(pit/τ)
pi
= t.
As a concrete example, we choose again v0 = −0.2, c1 = 0.1 and c2 = −2 together with τ = 0.2.
Contact Line Motion: The contact line motion (see Figure 17) is first-order convergent for both methods.
Contact Angle Evolution: Like in the previous examples, the numerical contact angle shows strong oscil-
lations for the Boundary Youngs method, see Figure 18(a). The evolution of the numerical contact angle for
the Boundary ELVIRA method is reported in Figure 18(b). While the numerical contact angle shows some
deviations from the smooth reference curve on coarse grids, the period of the exact solution is still captured
correctly. Like in the examples discussed before, refinement of the mesh at a fixed Courant number of CFL = 0.2
leads to smoothening of the results and first-order convergence in the maximum norm. The results show the
ability of the Boundary ELVIRA method to accurately capture the dynamics of the contact angle evolution.
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(a) Boundary ELVIRA (for the contact angle).
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Figure 16: Convergence behavior for the field (38) and different values of CFL.
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(a) Boundary Youngs Method.
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Figure 17: Contact line motion for the field (39).
Influence of the Courant number: The results for the time-dependent linear field (39) turn out to be much
more sensitive to the choice of the Courant number, see Figure 19.
The Boundary Youngs reconstruction fails completely for CFL greater than 0.5 due to the appearance of interface
cells with |∇hα| ≈ 0. The convergence of the contact angle in the maximum norm for the Boundary ELVIRA
method breaks down for CFL ≥ 0.7 (see Figure 19(a)). Note, however, that a Courant number as large as 0.7 is
rarely achieved in multiphase flow simulations of systems governed by capillary effects (which is typically the
case for wetting problems). In these systems, the numerical time step is usually limited by a stability criterion
based on the propagation of capillary waves (see, e.g., [18]) and the (advective) CFL number is small.
5 Summary and Conclusion
The contact line advection problem is studied based on the Volume-of-Fluid method. Adaptations of the
Youngs and ELVIRA methods to reconstruct the interface close to the boundary are introduced (see [55] for the
implementations in FORTRAN). This allows to solve the transport equation for the interface without enforcing
any boundary condition on the volume fraction field. Both the contact line position and the contact angle are
evaluated based on the piecewise linear approximation of the interface (PLIC).
The Boundary Youngs method allows to track the motion of the contact line with first-order accuracy. However,
a meaningful evaluation of the contact angle in terms of the local interface orientation is not possible. Instead,
the numerical contact angle shows strong oscillations resulting from a spatial dependence of the reconstruction
error which is already present for a planar interface.
The Boundary ELVIRA method delivers first-order convergent results for the dynamics of both the con-
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(a) Boundary Youngs Method.
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Figure 18: Contact angle evolution for the field (39).
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Figure 19: Convergence behavior for the field (39) with the Boundary ELVIRA method.
tact line motion and the contact angle evolution. The results are verified using an explicit and a numerical
solution of the kinematic evolution equation (14).
Based on the Boundary ELVIRA method to transport the contact angle, one may develop numerical methods of
dynamic wetting, where the contact angle is not prescribed as a geometric boundary condition. Instead, a local
force term depending on the interface orientation may be introduced. This avoids the necessity to manually
“adjust” the contact angle after a transport step and will be studied in future research.
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A Appendix
The following definition of a C1,2-family of moving hypersurfaces can also be found in [57], [16] and in a similar
form in [58].
Definition A.1. Let I = (a, b) be an open interval. A family {Σ(t)}t∈I with Σ(t) ⊂ R3 is called a C1,2-family
of moving hypersurfaces if the following holds.
(i) Each Σ(t) is an orientable C2-hypersurface in R3 with unit normal field denoted as nΣ(t, ·).
(ii) The graph of Σ, given as
M := gr Σ =
⋃
t∈I
{t} × Σ(t) ⊂ R×R3, (41)
is a C1-hypersurface in R×R3.
(iii) The unit normal field is continuously differentiable on M, i.e.
nΣ ∈ C1(M).
A family {Σ(t)}t∈I is called a C1,2-family of moving hypersurfaces with boundary ∂Σ(t) if the following holds.
(i) Each Σ(t) is an orientable C2-hypersurface in R3 with interior Σ(t) and non-empty boundary ∂Σ(t), where
the unit normal field is denoted by nΣ(t, ·).
(ii) The graph of Σ, i.e.
gr Σ =
⋃
t∈I
{t} × Σ(t) ⊂ R×R3,
is a C1-hypersurface with boundary gr(∂Σ) in R×R3.
(iii) The unit normal field is continuously differentiable on gr Σ, i.e.
nΣ ∈ C1(gr Σ).
Being the boundary of a submanifold with boundary, the set gr(∂Σ) is itself a submanifold (without boundary).
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